DIGI-HD-8X8 Touch Screen Images

**Home Page**
The DIGI-HD-8X8 home screen provides room specific signal routing, matrix routing, multiple room preset routing, system locking, and diagnostic system utilities.

**Room View**
Each output of the DIGI-HD-8X8 is linked to a room or audio-visual destination, typically a monitor or TV. Each output receives a custom icon and custom name up to five characters.

**Source Selection**
Once a room or destination is selected, any of the audio-visual sources may be selected. Each source receives a custom icon and custom name up to five characters.

**Matrix View**
The DIGI-HD-8X8 provides a diagnostic matrix view showing which sources are routed to which rooms. Each cell of the matrix is touchable, allowing on-the-fly signal routing. Configurations on this screen may be saved to a preset.

**Presets**
The DIGI-HD-8X8 provides up to 256 custom presets, each of which may be custom named.
Utilities
The DIGI-HD-8X8 provides several on-screen utilities, allowing input (source) and output (room/destination) configuration and multi-level password protection.

Custom Room and Source Configuration
Each room and source receives a custom icon and custom name up to five characters.

Icon Selection
The DIGI-HD-8X8 features an extensive icon library with intuitive graphics for rooms and sources.

Text Configuration
Each room and source receives a custom name up to five characters.

System Protection
The DIGI-HD-8X8 features two levels of protection, one for the contractor and one for the system owner. The contractor password locks the icon selection, text configuration, and generic system settings. The system owner password locks down the matrix so little fingers or nosy customers can't change signal routing.